How Do Thresholds of Principle and Preference Influence Surgeon Assessments of Learner Performance?
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Abstract

Objective—The present study asks whether intraoperative principles are shared among faculty in a single residency program and explores how surgeons’ individual thresholds between principles and preferences might influence assessment.

Background—Surgical education continues to face significant challenges in the implementation of intraoperative assessment. Competency-based medical education assumes the possibility of a shared standard of competence, but intersurgeon variation is prevalent and, at times, valued in surgical education. Such procedural variation may pose problems for assessment.

Methods—An entire surgical division (n = 11) was recruited to participate in video-guided interviews. Each surgeon assessed intraoperative performance in 8 video clips from a single laparoscopic radical left nephrectomy performed by a senior learner (>PGY5). Interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using the constant comparative method of grounded theory.

Results—Surgeons’ responses revealed 5 shared generic principles: choosing the right plane, knowing what comes next, recognizing normal and abnormal, making safe progress, and handling tools and tissues appropriately. The surgeons, however, disagreed both on whether a particular performance upheld a principle and on how the performance could improve. This variation subsequently shaped their reported assessment of the learner’s performance.
Conclusions—The findings of the present study provide the first empirical evidence to suggest that surgeons’ attitudes toward their own procedural variations may be an important influence on the subjectivity of intraoperative assessment in surgical education. Assessment based on intraoperative entrustment may harness such subjectivity for the purpose of implementing competency-based surgical education.
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Competence-based assessment asserts that experts share an understanding of the criteria for a competent performance. Based on this premise, competence-based medical education initiatives are creating competencies, milestones, and entrustable professional activities (EPAs) to structure training and assessment procedures in postgraduate medical education. These communal standards are the building blocks by which programs will judge each resident’s readiness to progress. But what if that premise is more fraught than it appears: what if experts do not have a shared understanding of what a competent performance in their specialty looks like?

Recent insights in surgical education make this more than a hypothetical question. Our previous research using observations and interviews with surgical trainees and staff showed that trainees must navigate the individual variations of their staff surgeons by differentiating their non-negotiable principles and their idiosyncratic preferences. Further complicating the picture, the threshold between the principles and preferences appears to shift from surgeon to surgeon. The threshold between which procedural variations constitute non-negotiable procedural principles and what variations constitute optional preferences can be meaningfully different between 2 surgeons in the same specialty. For example, one surgeon may believe that using a specific kind of grasper on bowel is non-negotiable and thus imply that the specific choice of grasper in a given procedure is a principle a learner must follow. Another surgeon may, however, allow a learner to use a grasper that is different from the one the surgeon would typically use and thus imply that choice of grasper for that step is a preference. Learners in the surgical workplace must sort through this complexity day after day.

We concluded from observing this phenomenon in previous intraoperative field research that the process of discerning a surgeon’s threshold between what constitutes a principle and what constitutes a preference—a process we called “thresholding”—is a complex and constant form of daily work for learners. In follow-up studies, learners and surgeons alike stated that taking a deliberate approach to the process of thresholding was critical to learner success. And, perhaps most importantly, successfully reproducing a surgeon’s threshold while under their supervision may mean retaining the primary operator role but failure often means relinquishing it and losing valuable intraoperative experience.

The existence of principles and preferences and the fluidity of the threshold between them matters for competence-based assessment. The finding that what one surgeon might call a principle another might call a preference is embedded in the theory of thresholds. The theory...
raises the troubling possibility that, although surgeons’ competence judgments might attest
to a learner’s reproduction of core surgical principles, those judgments might equally attest
to learners’ replication of individual surgeon preferences. To discern to what degree either or
both might be the case, more fundamental work needs to be done to understand the impact
of thresholds on assessment. In particular, surgical educators need to know whether
principles are shared across a surgical community, and, if they vary, we need a better
understanding of how such variability factors into intraoperative assessment.

The consequences of not attending to procedural variation and thresholds may jeopardize the
implementation of competence-based medical education in surgery. Competence-based
medical education relies on effective workplace-based assessment tools. Unfortunately, none
of the currently available assessment tools have proven adequate for licensure due to poor
usability, low intersurgeon reliability, and the absence of evidence-based benchmarks
of competence. More remarkably, assessment by expert surgeons may not differ
significantly from crowd-sourced assessment by the lay public. Could it be that
surgeons’ and residents’ perceptions and behaviors around procedural variation contributes
to the low inter-rater reliability in intraoperative assessment? We designed the present study
to use empirical intraoperative data to develop concrete hypotheses about the potential
influence of procedural variation and thresholds on workplace-based assessment.

METHODS

Research exploring intraoperative assessment has traditionally taken quantitative statistical
approaches. We decided to take a grounded theory approach to respond to calls in the
literature for research that substantively examines the sociocultural forces that shape the
apparent subjectivity of assessment in surgical education. To accomplish that goal, our
study focused on a question around subjectivity in assessment emerging from our previous
research: could it be that the surgeon herself contributes to the variability of thresholds of
principle and preference? To answer this question we eliminated other sources of potential
variability such as patient anatomy by using a video-guided interview technique to elicit
thick procedural descriptions.

We showed surgeons condensed video of a laparoscopic radical left nephrectomy performed
by a senior learner (>PGY5) under surgeon supervision at a tertiary teaching hospital in
Ontario, Canada. The learner had graduated from the program before the study. We selected
8 specific clips from the procedure which, once compiled, totaled 3 minutes 51 seconds.
These selected clips were 12 to 80 seconds long (mean = 26 seconds). The clips were
selected as potential intraoperative assessment moments depicting procedural steps in which
multiple tools or approaches might be used and procedural steps ranging from low stakes
(eg, dissecting colon from kidney) to high stakes (eg, dividing renal artery).

Data Collection

Surgeons were presented with the 8 “assessment moments” and asked to verbally assess the
performance of the learner on that step of the procedure. We recruited the entire faculty from
1 surgical division to participate. All surgeons in the division shared the same specialty. We
chose this “divisional sampling unit” because the goal of the present study was to explore
how variations may shape workplace-based assessment in competence-based surgical education, as postgraduate divisions may be asked to develop consensus on resident competence based on multisourced evidence of workplace performance. All surgeons in the division (n = 11) viewed the 8 video-recorded assessment moments for a total of 88 assessments. Interviews lasted 17 to 47 minutes (mean = 34 minutes). The interviewer invited the surgeon to comment on each assessment moment, pausing the video to give the surgeon time to respond.

Data Analysis

The interviews were audiorecorded and transcribed. The entire dataset (video clips, interview transcripts, reflective memos, and procedural documents) was compiled and analyzed with assistance from NVivo qualitative data analysis software. The statements of each surgeon about the assessment moments were compared with one another to explore emerging themes. The analysis was undertaken using the theory of thresholds of principle and preference as a sensitizing concept. The data from the present study were compared against previously identified principles and used to refine the theory of thresholds. As expected in grounded theory research, data collection and analysis progressed simultaneously, and the results of the analysis informed our ongoing data collection by modifying follow-up probes in the interviews.

RESULTS

The findings of the present study support and expand on principles identified in previous research. The data, however, suggest that, although surgeons use similar generic language to describe principles, they disagree about what employing those principles in practice actually looks like. That is, the surgeons in our study held different thresholds between what they considered a principle that a learner was obliged to enact and what they considered a preference that a learner could understand as optional.

Describing Generic Principles

The notion that principles and preferences exist on a continuum from variations relevant to patient safety to variations irrelevant to the outcome of the procedure emerged again in this study. The surgeons distinguished between “the preferences and the principles” and confirmed that the primary goal of surgical education “is to teach (residents) principles and (also) different ways to do things and then let them make their decisions on their own when they go into practice.” Although there were cases in our data of surgeons identifying some of the same moments in the video-recorded procedure as problematic, these points of agreement were relatively rare. The few that did emerge suggest that principles are clear cut in only a limited number of instances. For example, in one moment of the procedure the learner prepared to use a stapler to divide the renal artery. Many surgeons (n = 7, 64%) expressed concern about not being able to “see the end of the stapler” so that, for the learner, “what’s behind (the renal artery) is blind...(and) he (or she) could be cutting through anything” in an area in which “if they get bleeding or they don’t staple properly or the stapler misfires then it could be disastrous.” Some moments like the dissection of the renal artery suggested the possibility of consensus, but at no single
All surgeons in the present study in consensus about the performance of the learner. Instead, when they did comment, their responses evoked themes that supported and refined the following generic principles espoused in previous research:

- Choosing the right plane (Table 1)
- Knowing what comes next (Table 2)
- Recognizing normal and abnormal (Table 3)
- Making safe, efficient progress (Table 4)
- Handling tools and tissue appropriately (Table 5)

**Applying Personal Principles**

In no single assessment moment were all of the surgeons in the division in agreement about the performance depicted in the video. More importantly, even in moments in which many of the surgeons were united in critique about the procedural choices made in the video, their agreement about principles dissolved once asked to speak about the individual steps of the procedure and what they would do differently. The full depiction of this variation in all 8 clips has been included in Appendix 1, http://links.lww.com/SLA/B225 with quotations from the data arranged from the most amount of disagreement to the least. In a condensed example from clip 4, we have described the disagreement of the surgeons in our sample as it pertained to a mid-procedure dissection performed between the kidney and the spleen (Table 6).

**Surgeons Move Thresholds**

The surgeons in our sample explained how they would approach teaching a particular variation and why their threshold of principle and preference might land differently than another surgeon’s. Some described taking time to justify to residents why their own variation works because they “truly believe that memorization [of each surgeon’s variations] isn’t the way to go.” (URS06). Other surgeons felt strongly that the learner’s job is to memorize and apply the surgeon’s variations: “I don’t always repeat (my variations to them). So I will tell them, ‘you’re a big boy, you’ve got to learn and remember…’ You’re in my OR, you do it my way” (URS03). Still other surgeons insisted that teaching should not increase the length of the procedure: “I would do something in about fifteen seconds that they would’ve taken two minutes to do or four minutes or five minutes or fifteen minutes to do. So I’d take (the tools) away, show them how it’s done… If we don’t get to the next part quickly your next patient gets cancelled… we’re always battling the clock” (URS05). From detailed explanation to memorization to pacing expectations, the surgeons in our study approached teaching procedural variations to residents with broadly different attitudes. Our findings suggest that surgeons themselves place thresholds of principles and preferences differently and the surgeons’ beliefs about the learner’s role regarding variations influences where their thresholds fall for a given procedure.

**Thresholding as Assessors**—The surgeons in our sample disagreed about both how to apply principles and the consequences of failing to do so. Similarly, the surgeons in the sample were split on the value of the video clips on assessing competence. The video was
enough for some surgeons to determine competence, whereas others felt making any
decision whatsoever about the competence of the learner from the video would be
irresponsible. Based on what they had seen in the video, 4 of 11 surgeons (36%) assessed the
learner as competent to perform the procedure independently. Another 4 (36%) stated that
the learner was not yet competent, and the remaining 3 surgeons (27%) wanted more
information about the learner before passing judgment. This variation persisted across
surgeons who routinely perform this common procedure and those who do not.

The surgeons’ attitudes toward variations played an important role in the decisions they
made about the learner’s competence. A surgeon who used different tools to isolate the renal
artery than the tool initially chosen by the learner decided that the “management of the
hilum” (ERS03), and thus the procedure as a whole, had been incompetently performed. A
different surgeon endorsed the learner as competent because “it’s the same sort of technique
I see myself using” (ERS02). Another used a different approach to clips around the hilum but
deemed the learner competent and the procedure to have been performed “very safely and
very well” (ERS07). This variation in threshold placement had implications for how the
surgeons perceived they would proceed if this was their resident. What one surgeon would
stop a resident from doing (thus indicating a principle) another would allow to proceed (thus
indicating a preference) and yet another would praise as permissible mistake or even call an
excellent performance.

**DISCUSSION**

The surgeons in our study agreed on the language of generic principles but appeared to
disagree on how to apply them. This finding may help to explain some of the difficulties
faced by intraoperative assessment in surgical education particularly around poor
reliability of surgeon assessors and a lack of evidence-based benchmarking.

**Agreement on Generic Principles**

The 5 generic principles endorsed by surgeons in the present study correlate with the generic
principles proposed by current approaches to intraoperative assessment of technical skill.
The Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skill—the most frequently employed
tool for intraoperative technical skills assessment in studies using global ratings—asks
surgeons to assess learners’ respect for tissue; time and motion; instrument handling;
knowledge of instruments; use of assistants; flow of operation and forward planning; and
knowledge of the specific procedure on a 5-point Likert scale. Other approaches to
surgical technical skill assessment operate according to the same principles-based logic. The
Ottawa Surgical Operating Room Score (O-SCORE) prompts surgeons to assess learners’
knowledge of procedural steps, and procedure-based assessment instructs surgeons to
assess learners’ use of instruments appropriately and safely and the learner’s ability to work
at an appropriate pace with economy of motion. The language of principles remains
remarkably consistent across the surgical assessment literature.
Disagreement on Applying Principles

Surgical principles may seem clear cut, but important questions about the application of these principles are beginning to emerge. Our previous research claimed that the way surgeons and residents speak of procedural variations begs the question: is a principle always a principle? The present study proposes an answer to that question. We found the same guiding principles were embedded within surgeons’ statements about safety and competence, but how they applied those principles in practice appeared to vary. *What is a principle for one surgeon may well be a preference for another.*

Supporting evidence for the persistence of variations in surgical principles continues to emerge from the surgical practice literature. Birkmeyer et al\(^3\) demonstrated that procedural approaches of practicing surgeons vary significantly and their rate of complications vary alongside them. Asch et al\(^3\) showed that imprinting of procedural variations and their associated complication rates may follow surgeons from their postgraduate training programs to their jobs in independent practice. And, most convincingly, Davidson et al\(^4\) used the example of pancreaticoduodenectomy to demonstrate that although surgical procedures may in theory have relatively few variations, in practice they are significantly more complex. Davidson et al\(^4\) closely examined the pancreaticoduodenectomy of 5 surgeons and found they differed in “steps and techniques employed”\(^2\) for 7 major areas of the procedure and 21 minor areas. They concluded that each of the 5 surgeons in the study essentially performed 5 different procedures but “all called (it) a Whipple’s procedure”\(^2\).

Although surgical procedures may be commonly thought to be as uniform as the textbook, close examination reveals meaningful heterogeneity in practice.

The surgical literature increasingly recognizes the variability in practice. But the literature on the educational impact of these variations remains scant. Our study attempts to close that gap by drawing attention to the implications of such procedural variation for intraoperative assessment in surgical education. The surgeons in our study offered divergent views on how to safely and proficiently perform 8 moments of a laparoscopic nephrectomy despite agreeing on the language of generic principles. Some of the surgeons pointed to the same moves and choices the learner made when they were identifying problems, but even in those instances the suggestions the surgeons made for fixing the problems appeared idiosyncratic. Consequently, surgeons themselves place thresholds differently and attitudes toward thresholds have significant implications for surgical education.

Proposing an Explanation for Challenges in Assessment

We found that surgeons’ individual thresholds between what they considered a non-negotiable principle and an inconsequential preference were loosely coupled with their assessment of the learner’s performance. By “loosely coupled” we mean that surgeons invoke their personal variations when assessing learners, but do not strictly apply them to the point of expecting mimicry. Instead, a surgeon’s attitude toward what constitutes a principle versus a preference seems to partially impact their decision about the competence of a learner. *Ultimately, therefore, the degree to which a surgeon assesses a learner to be competent may be shaped by the surgeon’s own threshold of principle and preference.*
The loose coupling of thresholds and assessment could help to explain some of the challenges encountered by researchers working on the intraoperative assessment of technical competence. Recent research suggests that assessment by expert surgeons may not differ significantly from crowd-sourced assessment by the lay public. And each of the 5 most recent reviews of technical skill assessment concluded that none of the currently available assessment tools are adequate for credentialing or licensure due to low intersurgeon reliability and the absence of evidence-based benchmarks of competence. Even when assessment tools have demonstrated impressive intersurgeon reliability they continue to find limited application due to poor usability and difficulty scaling up from the research setting to the clinical environment. Our findings can help explain why surgeons may look for their own variations and make competence judgments based on their individual thresholds of principle and preference.

Moving Forward

Investment in assessment tools that harness subjectivity of surgeons may prove crucially important for the future of intraoperative assessment. Competency-based reforms in surgical education have attempted, on the one hand, to seek out consensus between surgeons about standardized competence of learners and, on the other hand, to longitudinally aggregate individual surgeons’ subjective intraoperative entrustment decisions. For example, current large-scale innovations in intraoperative assessment have focused on standardized assessment of technical skill using a high-stakes simulation-based practical examination or on low-stakes intraoperative assessment using mobile applications such as SIMPL to record shifts in surgeons’ subjective intraoperative entrustment over time. Research on the validity of assessment using standardized surgical principles drawn from clinical evidence as in standardized assessment remains a laudable aspiration for an evidence-based surgical world. Until then, our findings suggest that surgical educators consider a “programmatic” approach to assessment using tools that collect large samples of multiple low-stakes observations.

Interest in entrustment-based assessment continues to grow in surgical education as undergraduate and postgraduate medical education shift toward using EPAs. Fortunately, entrustment-based intraoperative assessment tools such as SIMPL may account for the complexity of thresholds of principle and preference by harnessing surgeon subjectivity. New research on EPAs in surgical education, however, suggests simply choosing a new assessment tool may not address the cultural complexity caused by procedural variation. Field research has shown that postgraduate surgical programs using EPAs may be willing to officially entrust residents based on the number of procedures the resident has watched rather than on documented observations of their intraoperative performance. This research indicates that even entrustment-based tools can be implemented in a way that ignores the importance of observational assessment and reconciling procedural variations in practice. Therefore, for entrustment-based assessment reforms to work in surgery, postgraduate programs and clinical competence committees may benefit from using the theory of thresholds of principles and preference to guide explicit conversations about the complexities of variations in their home divisions.
a cultural shift toward transparency around thresholds of principle and preferences may positively transform surgical education.

CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of intraoperative assessment for the purpose of licensure continues to evade surgical education. The findings of the present study provide the first empirical evidence to suggest that the surgeons’ attitudes toward their own procedural variations may be the most important factor shaping the seemingly inescapable subjectivity in intraoperative assessment. Researchers and educators should consider the formative influence of surgeons’ thresholds of principle and preference on assessment of learner competence when designing, testing, and implementing approaches to competency-based surgical education.

Limitations

We urge caution in interpreting our findings as some of the variation in assessment uncovered in our findings may be an artifact of the grounded theory design. We acknowledge that asking surgeons to make judgments based on decontextualized clips from procedures within their own specialty may seem to amplify the actual variations in practice. To deal with this potential over-representation we negotiated closely over which moments of variation should be reported in the data. Our goal was to emergently build a dataset and theoretical framework that could inform further research in the area of procedural variations.

We chose to recruit an entire surgical division. Including 4 of the surgeons in the division who do not routinely perform laparoscopic nephrectomies may also over-represent procedural variations in the data; however, we chose this approach to sampling because it reflects the likely composition of clinical competence committees based on surgical specialty rather than by subspecialty. Keeping this question of variability in mind, we encourage future researchers to use our qualitatively derived findings to deductively analyze how tightly coupled thresholds and assessment may be.
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TABLE 1

Choosing the Right Plane

The surgeons in our sample routinely declare the importance of “learning about tissue planes” (URS08). But not only do they not always agree with the plane chosen by the learner in the video—“he [or she] is using the wrong plane to start with” (URS05)—but they also do not suggest the same alternative plane they wish the learner to follow. They universally agree that learning to “follow anatomic planes… (is a) surgical principal” (URS03) crucially important to becoming a surgeon, but enacting the principle changes when asked to assess an actual performance.
Knowing What Comes Next

Choosing the right tools and anticipating the next steps appears necessary for positive interactions between learners and surgeons. Surgeons report finding themselves “question(ing) the learner’s experience” when the learner suggests tools, techniques, or steps that the surgeon themselves does not use. The surgeons report losing trust in learners when “they don’t seem to know what tool to ask for, or you ask them ‘OK, we’ve done this part of the procedure, what’s next?’ And if they don’t know it’s a concern to us…Definitely a red flag.” These choices may be personal to surgeons: “one thing that drives us crazy, and you’ll see this over and over again, is the trainee using someone else’s technique on your patient.” Despite the personal nature of these variations, knowing what comes next in that surgeon’s approach can be a high stakes decision. Choosing the wrong tool, technique, or step can “blow your trust.”

---

**TABLE 2**

Knowing What Comes Next

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowing What Comes Next</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choosing the right tools and anticipating the next steps appears necessary for positive interactions between learners and surgeons. Surgeons report finding themselves “question(ing) the learner’s experience” when the learner suggests tools, techniques, or steps that the surgeon themselves does not use. The surgeons report losing trust in learners when “they don’t seem to know what tool to ask for, or you ask them ‘OK, we’ve done this part of the procedure, what’s next?’ And if they don’t know it’s a concern to us…Definitely a red flag.” These choices may be personal to surgeons: “one thing that drives us crazy, and you’ll see this over and over again, is the trainee using someone else’s technique on your patient.” Despite the personal nature of these variations, knowing what comes next in that surgeon’s approach can be a high stakes decision. Choosing the wrong tool, technique, or step can “blow your trust.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Ann Surg.* Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 November 01.
TABLE 3

Recognizing Normal and Abnormal

| The surgeons in our sample support the principle of recognizing the abnormal, but the importance of “recognizing the normal” (URS05) also emerged in the present study. Performing a nephrectomy requires dividing the renal artery and renal vein. In speaking about these steps, the surgeons in our study often returned to the importance of being able to recognize procedural moments “when the stakes are high” (URS01) like operating around the renal vessels. The surgeons stated that this ability primes residents to ask themselves as they dissect “am I going too far this way, am I going too far that way” (URS09), and to be ready to recognize abnormalities such as atypical anatomy, “neo-vascularization” (URS07), or scar tissue. Attending to this principle allows residents to “be honest with their own level of skill when they know ‘hey, wait a minute, if I continue here I may put this patient at risk because…something looks just a little different’” (URS04). |
TABLE 4

Making Safe, Efficient Progress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Making Safe, Efficient Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appearing to lack technical skill or knowledge of the procedure may lead surgeons to feel a resident has not sufficiently attended to the principle of making safe efficient progress. “Failure to progress” (URS07) or lacking efficiency can lead surgeons to take over operating: “I’m very critical about this with the residents. If I take an extra minute to do every step... You doubled the time for the operation. You doubled the time that somebody has to be on the table” (URS05). The surgeons in our sample point out different unsafe or “safe maneuver(s)” (URS04) and highlight different ways “movements were efficient” (URS01) or inefficient. Nevertheless, their comments about the learner’s performance share safety and efficiency as common concerns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 5
Handling Tools and Tissue Appropriately

The surgeons in our study often return to the importance of “learning to handle the instruments or learning to handle the tissue”\textsuperscript{(UR501). Some surgeons report feeling that they could use the trajectory of the learner’s instruments to decide on whether the learner the understands “the implications of the tool”\textsuperscript{(UR501)} and anatomy they’re working on. \textbf{Surgeons watching the same video clips had different conclusions about which tissues could withstand which forces.}} Some surgeons “don’t like grabbing fat”\textsuperscript{(UR507)}, whereas others are more cautious with the “thin tissue”\textsuperscript{(UR502)} of veins, but all of the surgeons in our sample spoke of the importance of learners’ understanding of tissue and tool usage.
TABLE 6

Disagreement in Principle Application for Clip 4

The learner extends the harmonic scalpel deeply between the spleen and the kidney. The surgeons significantly diverge in their perception of this maneuver: what some surgeons perceived as problem of technique—“burying your tools into the depths without truly knowing where you are” (URS04)—others perceived as a problem of step sequence or plane selection. For example, one surgeon felt this clip was an example of “working on upper pole vessels that he [or she] doesn’t need right now” (URS03). While another felt that the learner’s plane choice was problematic because the learner was “getting a little bit close to the capsule of the kidney” (URS11). On the contrary, some of the surgeons had no qualms with the maneuvers used by the learner, seeing “nothing special” (URS02) to comment on. The surgeons in the sample seem to agree on the generic names of principles, but their ideas about what constitutes a principle vary greatly.